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Abstr!<Ci. This paper contains the general frame of a theory of vaneties of algorithms for the 
computation of bilinear mappmgs. In particular, we shall study linear mappings which opera!.: ()n 
algorithm varieties. It will be shown that every bilinear mapping cP defines in a natural \\ay a 
group of automorphisms operating on the variety of optimal algorit~ms for CPo This group is 
called the isotIOpy group of CPo For some important classes of bilinear ntappings these groups ".11 
be netermined. Applications of these results will appear in parts II and III of this wllrk, 
O. InO"odudion 
This work is devoted to the study of varieties of optimal algorithms tor thl: 
computation of bilinear mappings. Roughly speaking, our probkm is as follows: 
given a field K and a bilinear mapping 
CP;K' xK'1t~Kn, 
what are the difierent optimal ways to compute $(x. y) from x and y? For this. first 
of all we ha'ie to furnish a model of computation. Here we adopt the usual 
non-commutative one: To compute (Zlo"" zn):== $(x, y) from x = (Xl. ' .. ,xd 
and}' '''= i,y 1 .••• , Ym) means to form some products 
p, :== ( ± UrAXA) ( I Vr/LY /L) 
A=1 j.I.=1 
such that cP(x, y) is obtained according to 
1':. 
Zv = I W,,'Pr 
r=1 
(v = 1, ... , n). 
(r = 1, .... R) 
* This paper coincides with the first chapter of the ,1uthor's 'Habililati.H" chnlL', 
j' \ 
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The computations with the minimal R possible in (1) are called optimal. As tP 
can be described by 
Z" = L tilIL"X".YIL' 
iI.IL 
(2) 
every ~~~.1lmputation of Cp using R products gives rise to a representation of the 
scheme 
t = (tAIL": A = 1, ... ,I;,." = 1, ... ,m; v = 1, ... ,n)E K lmn 
-called. the tensor corresponding to '-P-as 
i.e. 
R 
tAIL" = L U,AV'ILW"", 
r-1 
Ii 
t = L U, ® v, ® W, 
,=1 
and vice versa [13]. 
(3) 
The ingredients u" v" w, (r = 1, ... ,R) of such a represe!ntation constitute an 
algorithm of length R for the computation of '-P. 
However, the representations (3) of t are in gp.neral far from being unique. We 
wiU make this more apparent by means of the most prominent bilinear mapping in 
a}gebraic complexity theory: the multiplication of n x n-matri~es. Let Mn(K) be the 
algebra of all n X n-matrires over the field K and '-P: (x, Y)'~ xy the usual matrix 
product. We wm :!5e the simple fact that Mn(K) as a K-vector space is isomorphic 
to K n2 by row-wise numbering of the matrix elements. 
Now, for arbitrary non-singular matrices a, b, c eMn(K) 
xy = a(a-1xbb-1yc)c-1 (4) 
holds for aU x, >' E Mn{K). 
(5) 
define vector space automorphisms A, B, C of Mn{K) and, given any represen·· 
ration (3) of the "matrix-tensor" t, we conclude from (4) \that for all x, y E Mn(K) 
R 
xy = L (x I u,)(y I v,)Wr 
,,=1 
R 
- ~ (A.x I u, )(By I t'r )Cw, 
r=1 
R 
= I {x I A TUr)(Y I PTVr)CWr 
,=1 
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holds, where (. I .) denotes the usual inner product for Krt7 and r:)( H )(7 the 
transposition of matrices. Hence we have 
t = (AT @ B T @ C)t. (() ) 
According to (4), the mapping AT @B 7 (8 C is called sandwichmg. 
(6) shows that the automorphism AT @ BT @ C of K"2 @K"2 .'":0 Kn~ operates on 
the set of length-R -algorithms for n x n-matrix multiplicatio I. 3imilarly, the rela-
tion 
( T T)T xy = y x 
leads to the equivalent stateme:lt 
t = [(T @ T @ T) 0 77'1,2]t 
where 77'1.2 is the automorphi~m defined by 
'iTI.2(U @ v @ w)= v C6J u (X) w. 
(7) 
-, 
(X) 
Special transformations of type A @ B @ C wert' li:,t~d hy Hopcroft. Kerr and 
Musinski [9, 10] when discussing algorithms for 2 x 2-marrix multiplication ClVCI' the 
Galois field GF(2). 
A Ielat~d conce')t is to transforn. a given tensor into a tensor nf the sume rank via 
mappin~~ lhat are composed of those of the form ABC and of pe r 1'111tationai 
mappings, i.e. these which permute the factors of u v w. These maJpings are 
the C('le of the concepts of "duality" in [10] and of "equivalence of ch;lractcri<.,tic 
functions" in [5]. 
At present, optimal algorithms for n x n-matrix multiplication are known only 
for the case n = 2. These are Strassen's algorithm [121 
where 
UI @VI ,3) WI = (1, 0, 0, If @{l,0.0, If 8; (1,0,0, If, 
U2Q0V2@w2=(--1,0,1,0)"@(1, 1,0,0),"0(0,0,11.1)" 
v3i>v3@w3=(1,0,0,O),@(O, 1,O,-lf(8(O, I,,), If, 
U4 ® V4 @ W4 = (0,0,0, 1 r @ (-1. 0, 1. 0)" G' (1. 0, 1. 0)', 
Us 8) V5 ® Ws = (1. 1,0, Of @ (0, 0,0, 1 f (-1,:. (J.Il)". 
u6@v6@w6=(0,0,1,1)T'''J\l,O,O.O), (1),\) t.' 1( 
U7@V7@W7=(0,1.0,-1)'·0(0,0, 1, If(' i:,d,I'.())', 
and al~ Jrithms obtained frum y by :;;llllhvichill~ 'Tk' ')pi'TJllil'll III "\ \\, ~ pl' '\ ,oJ i.'., 
Winograd [15]. The fact that no other optimal <It!nritlml\ I'm !hl~ 2 x 2-nrllhkm 
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were found gave rise to the conjecture that no others exist. Indeed, if the I.i~derly­
ing field K is OFf!), Hopcroft .,~rt Musinski could show that the ccnjectur;;; is !"Lie 
[9]. Their method~; hv.vever lean heavIly on the fact that over GF(2) there are only 
finitely many different 2 x 2-matrkcs. 
However, our discussion shows that a thorough investigation of the set of optimal 
algorithms for tht.} computation of a giVtii bm~ea! mapping cP has to enclose the 
study oi ma.ppings of Kl ® K m ® KH which leave the tensor corresponding tu q, 
fixed. 
Let llS now give a short summary of the contents and organization of this work. It 
is divided into three parts, these parts being divided into paragraphs. 
Part I: Here we will develop the general frame of the theury. In the :'irst 
paragraph we recaH :;ome basic notions of algebraic complexity theory and give the 
projective version of the notion of optimai algorithm. This VIi in ehow that the set of 
optimal algorithms for the computation of a biiiut:;ar mapping is c10sely related to a 
certain rrojective variety. In Section 2 we study linear mappings which operate 
on algorithm varieties. It will be shown that every bilinear mapping cP defines 
in a natural way a group of a,uiomorphisms which operate on the variety of 
optimal algorithms for q,. This group will be called the isotropy group of !P. The 
.iis.(,"U~~,;on Hi this paragraph par;:ly fc!!ow:, i;nes suggested by Strassen. In Section 
3 we will determine the isotropy groups for some important classes of bilinear 
mappings. 
Part II contains the core of our work, namely the proof that for an arbitrary 
ground field K, Strassen's algorithm 'Y is "essential!y unique". This means that all 
optima! algorithms for 2 x 2-matrix muitipiication can be obtained from i by 
sandwiching. For the proof of this theorem we will develcp in Section 1 a general 
method which, intuitively speaking, enab!ec: us to dCtC.-1iliBt: explicitely all optimal 
algOl'ithms for the computation 01 a given bilinear mapping. Section 2 contains the 
proof without its purely technical details; these are collected in Section 3. Section 4 
contains an application of the uniqueness theorem: we win answer the question to 
what extent elem,~nts of the trivia! 31goritl1m ror 2 x 2-matrix multiplic:ltion can be 
used in an optimal one. 
Part III: The methods developed in part II are used to investigate the variety of 
optimal algorithms for the computation of 
<P: Mz(K)x M2(K)~ M2(K)x Mz(K), 
<P(x, y):= (xy, yx). We have obtained the foHowing results: 
(0 Iff the characteristic of K is not two, then optimal algorithms for if> have 
length 9 and the i~ "tropy grou p of rJj does not act transitively on the variety of 
optimal algorithms 
(ii) If K = GF(2), tht..n every optimal algorithm for the computation of rp has 
length ten. 
Bilinear mappings 
1. Basic notions 
Let K be a field and U, V, al1d W finite-dimensional vector "pac('~; over K. Hy 
U*, V* we d""note the duals of the spaces [/ and V respectively. Consider a 
bilinear mapping 
cfJ: Ux V-,. W. ( 1 ) 
Choosing bases (xt. ... , XI)' (Yh ... , Ym), (z j, .•.. , z,,) ~ r U, \I, and W we have for 
all A E{l, ... , I}, p,E{l, ... , m} 
" cfJ(xA, ),,,,)= L [Ail-"Zv (2 ) 
1'=1 
and the thr'!e-dimensional arra y t of the coefficients tAIJ.I' determines l/> uniquely. Of 
course t depends on the bases <)f U. V, W which we have chosen. 
For some of our intentions however it seems L) be favorabk to work coordinate-
free. To do this we take acvantage of the natural isomorphy . \ between the spaces 
U* ® v* @ Wand 5£2(U, V; W) of bilinear mappings U x \' -? W. dctcrmillcd hy 
(x.~xvA(u* ® v* ® w)(x, y):-::o (x I u*)(y I v*b' 
(see [4]). Representing t E U* @ V'k @ W as 
t = I tpcrrx: @ Y; @ Zn 
P.cr.T 
(3) 
(4) 
where {xf, ... , xt}, {yr, .. . , y~,} are bases dual to hh' . "xtl and ~)'I" ..• fUlf 
respectively, we sec that 
holds fm- all A, /-L. Now every computation of cP using R prcduct:c. p,ivt:s risl: to a 
reprcsemation 
R 
t = ~~ u ~ ® v ~ @ Wr (6) 
r = 1 
of the tenSJr t of (/) and vice versa. The minimal R posslbk in SUl h a r(:rrc~l'ntatin[1 
is called Ine rank of t, denoted by rk(t) (see rUn· 
Definiti()·n 1.1. A 3R -tuple 
( * * * *' ) II i , VI, W j, .. , • '4 R, V R. WR 
f' 't < * * l T "'.~ • oi- (- ; "'- \-\ n '. It! ,i \ l!l ' 0_ vel.. (,r, U I , _ ..• U R E ~ • L I _ - •• , I R --', , . 1 • Ii 
,[:1 u: 0J v; @ Wr is called an a!,"50rithm of length R. to, thl' ComplJla:Hm PI rh' 
bilinear m,:.,pping cP determined by t. Algorithms with R ~~ 1 i::£) arc .:,dled upii:ld 
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Having fixed bases in U, V and W we represent elements of U, V, W by 
column-vectors from K', K m and K n respectively. Then tI> defines a bilinear 
mapping 
given by 
Z., = 1: t\,..IIX"Y,.. (7) 
".1'-
The hili near forms (8", y) ~ Z., are determined by the matrices 9", 
(p = 1, ... ,n), 
and any representation (6) is equivalent to a representation of fi-' 
(tA,...,: A = 1, ... , I; IL = 1, ... , m; P = 1, . . . , n) of the form 
~ 
6 = L ~r ® !Jr ® {r. 
,*1 
Notice that the set 
is an algebraic variety in KR(l+m+n) with the defining equations 
R 
l",.." = L ~.A TI,,..',.,, 
r=1 
(A = 1, ... • 1; IL = 1, ... , m; P = 1" .. , n). 
The representation (9) of () is equivalent to the representations 
(p = 1, ... , n) (~ 0) 
of the layers of 8, and (to) means that the: subspace lin{8!, ... , 9n } of Kim 
generated by () 1. •.• , 8 .. is contained in lin{§ 1 ® ?J:, ... , ~R ® "!J R }. 
If R = rk(t), i.e. if R is minimal in (6), then the products €r ® '1)r (r = 1, .... R) 
deterrrine the vectors {r uniquely, hence we may describe optimal algorithms by 
the tuples (§l ®!Jt. ... ,§R ® !IR) of products €r ® !Jr. 
In view of the muhilinearity of the tensor product we have 
1'11) 
wiU~fe Ct, fl. 'Yare o.oo-zero elements of K such that aB'Y = 1. 
In other words, we may scale two of the factors in ~ ® .,., ®, agai'nst the third. 
- - 1-
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This simple observation k:ad·; to the projective viewpoint of algorithms. Scaling a~ 
explained above defines an ::quivalence relation on the set of all such represen-
tations. Consider the set of e quivalcnce classes. The equiva lenee a{ /3!J - § '.:) ?7 
if af3 ~ 0 allows us to look ;llt the factors ~ and r; a::. dements of the projective 
spaces p'-l and pm-l H:sp::ctively. Writ~ l @ ~ for the equivalence class of 
~ ® 11 ·l ® ii lies in the prod.lct £!Pl,rn of the projective: spaces pl-l and pm-I. !P1.tt1 is 
; \...,~il-known algebmic slJb\lariety of the projective space plm-l It belongs to a 
class of algebraic variet; .. 's Hsu..<l!y c,,'kd Segre varieties [6]. Observe now that 
every optimal algorithm (~], 11 10 {I, ... , ~R' 11R, (R) for <P is determined up to 
scaling-,elj,uivalence by the !l-t~pl~ (tl ,~ ~ 1. ~ .• ,-tR @ ijR) contained in g> rm. The 
scaling-equivalenc,e classes 0. of the layers 0" of () are elements of p/m-I. This leads 
to the f()llowing 
Prop-Qsition 1.2. There i, a biiective map from the set of scalinf?-equivalence classes 
of optimal algorithms for the computation of the bilinear mapping cP 01lto the set of 
those R -tuples 
(Pl , ••• , Pt;t)E q>~m (R.:= rk(t); 
whkh have the property that dIe projec,rive ,;'ubspace r 61, ... , Otl I of pllt! I g;'neraled 
by iit, ... , iJn is cOnl'ained in ,he projective sub:ipace WI, .... PR 1 (~p'''' 1 I generate, 
by PI, ... ,PRo 
Notice that the condition 
can be t!xpressed by a system of homogeneous ,:quatio!1~;. Hence HIL' ~.:t of tupk, 
(P l ,., . ,PR ) with the above property i, a c!o5ed algehraic subvariL't't of .I';~",. 
We end this paragraph with a remark manifesting the geometric nalure of iht.' 
rank of the i~",sor t. Considn the projective space Fe ::::: [HI, ... , 0" j generated \1) 
the;: proj~~iive laYf:!rs 01, •.. , On of O. Let [[e be the set of all project in' subspa,:\.'~ 
Ed £; p'n-l of dimension d which 
(P arc generated by proc.ucts, i.e. by their intersection with ,/\",; and 
0:) contain the space Pe. 
Tlhen 
It should be mentioned tha' almost nothing !s known ahout !hl.' inlLT',,'l."tioll of /; 
h .. t ,- f pint-'1 ' ., ',' 1 l' j'l" w) t a projectIve su ,·space .': 0 , l:.~spe':IL1I!y II tlk ~·')l.InY'n"I"[] ll: " .le! (',Ill'! 
th.m 2(1 + m ) - ~ , 
This Seel'lS to be one d the major reasons \vhy it i ... '.Iill ;\ dilhclilt 1;1'[·. !,. 
dt:termine the rank of a gi\ en tensor, 
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It is not difficult to solve this problem completely in the simple case I = m = n = 2, 
for in this case we have only to discuss the intersections of projective lines with the 
Scg::e-variety fJJ2,2. This situation however is quite untypical for the gene:ral case, so 
we skip further details: 
2. The isotropy group of a bilinear ml,lpping 
Let U, v, W, and t/J be as in Section 1 and let t E U* ® V* ® W be the tensor 
corresponding to <P. As waB pointed out in Section 1, there is a naturall bijectiO>l 
from the set of scaling equivalence classes of algorithms of length R onto the set 
{(Ut ® Vt ® WI.· .• ,UR ® VR ® WR): r~l Ur ® v, ® Wr = t} 
of ordered length-R-decompositions of the tensor t into tensors of rank one. 
From now on, "algorithm" will aways be used synonymously to "scaliug 
equivalence class of optimal algorithms for the computation of tP" .. 1Jlk (U, V, W) 
denote& the set of tensors from U ® V ® W whose rank is less or equal to k (the 
zero-tensor has rank zero by definition). 
Our aim is to exhibit and describe a canonical class of mappings ~rom 
U* ® v* ® W into itself which operate on the variety of algorithms. 
As we are conccmed with additive decompositions of tensors, it is natura) to 
require such mappings to be endomorphisms of the vector space U* ® v* ® w. 
An endomorphism (() of U* ® v* ® W operating on the algorithm variety has the 
following fundamental properties: 
(i) ({) leaves t fixed, 
(ii) ({) maps each tensor of rank one occurring in an algorithm to a tensor of the 
same kind. 
As it was exemplified in the introduction, "sandwiching" of matrices is such a 
mapping 'P. In what foHows, we will generalize this example. 
Let U1, U2• U3 be finite-dimensional K -vector spaces r"{O}. As is well-known, 
every permutation 11' of {I, 2, 3} induces an isomorphism 
also denoted by 'iT an~ defined by 
• 
We wiU can 11' a permutational mapping. Using this notation, the mappings consi-
dered in t~~ introduction (d. (6) and (8» are of the form 
(1.) 
Bilinear mappings 
where the A j : V j -~ V 7TU ), (j E {I, 2, 3}), are isomorphisms. It jo-: sLlfficient however tf) 
assume only that the A/s are linear mappings, for we will show in the ~equel that. if 
t E UI ® U2 ® U3 is a non-zero tensor and r.p a linear mapping of the form (l) that 
keeps t fixed, then there exist isomorphisms Ai such that Al @ A 2 @ A 3 and 
Al ® A2 ®.4 3 agree on all elements U; @ l!z &1 u~ E U 1 0 U 2 ,il U l that occur in an 
optimc:.; decompositi.J'1 of t into tensors of rank one. 
Let l/>: ut x Uf ..,. U 3 be the bilinear mapping d ~termined by f. Since cfJ is 
bilinear, it possesses a left and a right kernel, namely 
LK<I> := {x E uf : 4>\x, y) = 0 for all )' E Uf} 
and 
RK<I> := {y E Vf: cfJ(x, y)= 0 for all x E Uf}. 
Then t is an element of the subspace LK~® RK~0 U1" where LK~. RK';" are the 
orthogonal spaces of LK<I>, RKcp respectively. The follo',',ing result lS basic for our 
discussion: 
l,p-nuns 2.1. Let t = L~=l U r ® Vr @ Wr be ".'1 optimal decomposition of t r= 
U 1 <8 [:20 U3 • Then Ur E LK~ and Dr E RK~ hu;J.~ for all r E: {I, .... R). 
Proof Let p: VI"" VI L K~. be the canonical projt'c'ion and p >.= P id/l., (S: id/l,' 
Applying /j to t, we obtain 
R 
0= p(t) = 2: p(u,) @ v, ( 
r=1 
whence p(i.lr)=O for all r or {VI (8) WI •.•.• VR It',<) is linear\\' dl'f"l'l1lknt. a 
contradictioill to the optimality of the decomposition. 
Hence u, E LK:r, for all r E;"1, ... , R}. A similar reiL:ning shows v, E RK.p for 
all r. 
ProB!'o~~timl 2.2. Let 1T': VI @ V 2 @ V3 ~ UTTO )@ U rr (:'.) (~~, U7rn ) be a [ll'mW{(I(iOtlll/ 
mapping, Ai: Uj ..,. V.".(j) (j E {I .. 2, 3}) linear mappings, I E, VI ';' lh ? l'· (.f): err" 
u~ ..,. U J the bilinear mapping corresponding to t. and lin im rp :-= Iin{QI( t. .. ): \ ; 
uf. Y E Vn the linear span of the vectors cfJ(." y). If :; :~ 7; I., ~A! . A· . Ad 
leaves t fixed, then the restrictions 
are 1l'1C'rlonwrphisms. 
Proof. cpt = t is equivalent to 
7ft = (A 1 (8; A:2 A 3)1. il) 
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Let 41",: U!(1) X U!(2) -+ U1r(3) be the bilinear mapping corresponding to the tensor 
111e; U.,.(1)® U.,.(2)® U'fI'(3). 
Moreover let R := rk{t) and 
R 
t= L u~1) ® u?) ® U~3) 
,-1 , 
be an optimal decomposition of t. 
Then for any x E U!(1), )1 E U:(2) we get from (2) and (3): 
~ ( (1) 1)( (2) I) (3) tP.,.(x. y)= t.., A1u, X A 2u,. y A3U, 
, .. 1 
R 
=A3 L (u~1) IATx)(U~2) IAfY)U~3), 
,=1. 
where ( . I 0 ) are non-degenerate scalar products. Hence 
tP",.(x, y)= A 3(4)(Afx, Ab» 
which immediately shows that 
dim(iin im tP.,.) ~ dim (lin im tP ). 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Moreover, since ?T"t = (A.,."-'(1) ® A.,.,,-'(:!) ® A.,.,,-l(3)(1T"-l t ) and 17" = id for n = 
~, 2 or 3, the same reasoning as above shows 
dim(lin im tP)~ dim(lin im tP",.), 
hence 
dim(lin im tP.,.) = dim(lin im tP). (6) 
As lin im tP.,. is generated by {Ui,"(3)), •.. , U~(3»} and lin im tP by {ui3l, ... , u~)}, we 
obtain that A3 maps lin im.p tsomorphically onto lin im tP.,.o (3) is an optimal 
decomposition of t, hence u~n E LKi., U~2) E RK~, AIU~l) E LK~ ... , A 2u(2) E RK~" 
(rE {1, ... , R}) by Lemma 2.1, and it is easy to see that the equalities 
LK.l -I' { (1) (l)} RK.l. -I' { (2) (2)} 4>- In Ul , ••• , UR , tIJ- In Ul , ... , UR , 
LKl. -I' {A (I) A (1)} RKl. -1' {A (2) A (2)} .4>,..- In lUI, ••. , lUR , tIJ,.- In 2Ul, ••• , 2UR 
hold. ~~ow consider the bilinear mappings 
4>(1): u1 x u1 -+ U b 
cp(2}:utxur-+Uz 
and their corresponding mappin~s 4>~), tP~) (t;f;(1) and 4>(2) are defined by t in the 
obv~ous way). Like for l/J and t;.f)r. we can show that for 1 E {1, 2} 
dim(lin im l/J (I)) := dim (lin im (/);t». 
Bilinear mappi/!gs II 
holds. But 
lin im (/J' (1) = LK;i" 
and 
lin im l/J(2) -= RK;i" 
whence our assertion. 
Proposition 2.2 shows that when discussing endomorphisms of U 1 U: ('j U, 
that are' of the form 7T -1 0 (AI @ A 2 @ A:\) and leave a given tenso,' : fixed, we 
may confine ourselves to automorphisms. A decisive property of automor-
ph isms of the form 7T -1 c. (A 1 @ A 2 @ .. 'h) IS that they map the set 
£1t?(U1, V 2 . V 3):= [7Jll(ll, , V 2 , U 3 )\{O} into itself. 
Mappings that operate on a variety are an important tool for the inves,'igario/l of 
the variety. Thus it b highly desirable to exhibit a rather generai-'lOd fcasible-
class '€ of mappings VI @ U 2 0 V3 ~ VI 0 V 2 C6llh whir:h operate on the 
algorithm variety of a tensor t--provided they keep t fixed, 
Since the definition of ce should not depend on a special tensor t, the following 
requirem~nts fer a cp E C(6 seem to be reasonabie: 
(i) rp is an endomorphism of VI @ V 2 0 U 3 • 
(ii) l-'(fn?(Vl. V 2 , V 3))5; [7Jl?(U h V 2 , U 3 ). 
In the following we shan mor,e generally characterize :inear mapping!> if frllm 
U 1 ® U2 @ V3 to V t @ V 2 @ VJ (Vi, Vi finite-dimensional K -vector spaces ;t: (0») 
with the property 
cp(!?lt?(U}' U 2 , U 3))s 9l?(V I • V 2 , V 1 ). 
Such mappings are called Segre-homomorphisms. The fl'llowing Icmrn(l q~l'('d 
without (the very easy) proof is of technical importance: 
Lemma 2.3. Le' e := XI <8 X2 @X3. 8' := YI @ Yl @ Il- E ;;1,;, U;, U:. V,,). Then f) + 
0' E £1t i (..'Ji. (/2, V 3 ) iff [xd ¥: [yiJ I for at most one j E i 1.2. 3}. 
Our di5;Cl',ssion of Segre-hamornorphisms (c is based 0'1 the invetigati!)n of tiL' 
behavio:, of cp on subsets of g( I that are linear subspaces of U l ; V,," i' l. ThC\L' 
are characterized by the following lemma v. hose project\(· Vt'fS10ll ic. \\"11- k 'W\\ It 
[6]. 
Lemma 2.4. X I @U2@UJ,Ul@X:G:,U"u; 11=, X"II'!"'k /iI'S', Y( I/II,/-.fr! 
sutispac.I;j and the u's are m1n-zeru elemcnts ot l', (i ," II i,:' "l.\, UII. Ii 11./\ "i;'" II 
;:;/Of,{Uj, V 2• U 3 J that are non-~er(llinear sllhspa('f!s of l 'I' (/,.~ [.';. 
';:,~.dearlY each .of Xl ® Uz ® U3, Ul ® Xz ® U3. Ul ® Uz ® X3 is a linear 
subspace of Ui~~ Ch ®,o3. For the proof of the~ converse let E #: (0) be a linear 
subspaCe of U 1 ® U2 ® lh ccrltained in @l1. Fix VI ® V2 ® V:'\ E E\{O} and let 
;F,·~;{ltl®UZ~ IbeE: CUi] :..:fvd for i#: j, i E{l, 2, 3}}. Lemnla 2.3 yields 
SincetbeFysare linear subspaces of E, we conclude that there is a j e {t, 2, 3} such 
tbatE = Fjandoutassertior. follows. 
''l1Iusthe set L. =L,(U1"UZ,:u'3)of non-zero subspaces ofUt ® U2 ® U3 -that are 
e<)ntatn~in9hsplits'into thre~c1asses Lit L 2,;L3, w~ere Li istl1eset of subsp.aces 
Xl @XZ.®X3¢. f.l,1® Uz ®U3,with dim.Xi = lfor i ¢ j. Note that the elementii of 
LI ("'I Lt(i. ""'j) are tbe Hnesin Vi ® U2 ® U3 that aresp.anned by rank-one-tensors. 
Let Llf);= {E ELk: dim E;;r:2}, and 
3 
L (2):= U L'I>. 
t-l 
Since L~2) n L~2) = " for i #ii. O'(E) = k iii E E L~;) defines a mapping 
u:L(2) .... {l, 2, 3}. 
O'(E) is called the positional number of EEL (2). 
DehltiOlll.5. A Segre-homomorphism 
lP: U1 ® Uz. ® U3 .... VI ® lV2 ® V3 
is called faithful iff 
ProtI~OR 1.6. For any Segre-homomorphism cp: U 1 ® U2 ® U3 ~ VI ® V2 ® V3 
W~ have 
(i) 'PI is semi-laithful,i.e. E 1,E2 IEL{2)(U1, U 2 , U3),O'(E1)=O'(E2 ) implies 
O'(lP(Et ) = u(<p(E2). 
(ii) If rp is not faithful, then there are Vj E Vi (i <: {I, 2, 3}) such that 
<p(Ul ® lh ® U3} is contained ;/J one of the spaces VI ® V'2 ® V3, VI ® V2 ® V3 or 
VI ® V2 <81 V3• 
FlOOf. (i) It suffices to prove that Et. E 2 EL12) and lP(E1)E L12 ) implies lP(E2)E 
L?), for the other possible cases can be reduced to this by means of suitable 
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permutational mappings. Moreover. as cp is injective on linear suiJspaces contained 
in gil], we may assume that dim EI = dim E2 = dim VI. If for non-zero y, Z 
u(y. z):= a(cp(V I @ y @ z» 
is constant in Z 'Hhen y is fixed and constant ilG y when z is tixed. then iT is a 
constant function. Now assume that tbe positional number of CP(E2) is different 
from 1, ~.e. u is not constant, and assume for instunce that thf:re are non-zero 
Zo E V3 and linearly independent Yo. Y 1 E V 2 such thar 
a(cp([:l @ Yo@ zo» = 1, 
a(cp(Vl ® YI ® zo» = 2, 
i.e. with suitable non-zero vectJrs Ul. Vo. WOo WI: 
and 
cp(Vl ® Yl @ Zo)~ Ul @ 'V2 @ WI. 
Then we obtain for all x E VI 
'P(x@(YO+Y1)@ZO)=/(X)®t'0®WO+UI®g(X)® WI. 
where f: VI -.l> VI and g: VI -+ Vz are suitable linear mappings. According to 
Lemma 2.3, this implies {(x) E [It tl or g(x) E [vo] for all x E Uj, i.e. 
VI ={x: f(X)E [ud}u{x: g(X)E [vo]}. 
Therefore f(UI )£; [ud or g(Uds; [vllI, beth contradicting the injectivity of cp on 
linear SUbsp,lces of 9ll l (UI. U 2 • U 3 ). 
(ii) As cp it-> semi-faithful. a(cp(Eo» = k for a single EoEL:~) implies cr~cp(E»= k 
foJ!' all E E L)2). Thus, if cp is not faithful, an appropriate u~e of permutational 
mappings shows that we have to discuss the following case only: For all non-zero 
vectors c'o, yo. Zo there ar,;;; non-zero vectors Uo. Vo such that 
cp(Ul ® Yo ('5) zo)£; Uo ® Vo ® V 3• 
,p(xo @ V 2 @ zo) £; Uo @ Vo ® V3, 
and a(cpl{xo ® Yo ® U3»E {2, 3}. 
(7) 
(H) 
There~ore. using (7) apd the fact that «) is semi-faithful. for all x E U j \ O} an"l all , . 
Y E U:zW I} there are non-zero vectors uY' VY' and Wxv such that 
<p(x @ y ® zo',-= z..!, C?' ,', (~~" W n·. 
and similarly by (8) there are non-zero vectors /ix, ox, and t' ~., such thai 
cp(x (8)'y ® zo)= Li" ® VX G) W~y· 
N()W'fiX<t~e:Uj\{O}. Then UyElui(j), Vy E [vXol for all Y E U2\{O}, Fixing YoE U2\{O}~ 
we obtainuxE[uYol= [uXo].andv" ~[vYol = [vXo1 for aU x E U1\{O}.Therefore 
q>«(h ® U2 ® zo)!; Uo ® Vo ® V3• 
Thbs'forall z:e~U:3\{()rt~eh{are. non:::zero vech>rs u, v such tb~lt 
(9) 
Assume that u(rp(xo® yo® U3»~ 2, i.e. that there exist Ul E V1\{O}, WI E V3\{O} 
such that 
rp(Xo ® Yo ® U3)£; U. ® V2 ® WI· 
Then for all Z E U 3\{O} there exists a v~ E V2\{O} such that 
rp(xo® yo® z)= U1 ® v~ ® WI, 
(to) 
and by (9) this is an element of u ® v ® V3, hence u E [Ul] for all u's occurring in 
(9). Thus 
'P(U. ® U2 ® U3)£; Ul ® V2 ® V3. 
If O'(rp(xo ® Yo ® U3» = 3, then a similar argument shows that therfe are u E VI \{O} 
and v E Vz\{O} such that 
rp(UI ® Uz ® U3)£; u ® v ® V3• 
The following example of a non-faithful Segre-endomorphism shows that the 
assertion of the theorem cannot be sh2~rpened: 
Let .st be a finite-dimensional division K-algebra with unit 1. Then 
rp:x ® y ®z~1 ® z ®xy 
determines a Segre-endomorphism of Ji!I ® .st ® .fA that is not faithful. 
Note, however, tb<:lt this example does not work if K is algebraically closed fOl in 
this case there is no division algebra over K (except K itself;. This phenomenon RS 
not men;ty accidental. In fact one I:an show that, if K is algebl aically closed, every 
Segre-homomorphism is faithful [14]. • 
Howsoever, Proposition 2.6 shows that Segre-endomorphisms that are not faith-
fulcan leave fixed only those tensors which essentially are matrices. Since such 
tensors are of minor interest in algebrai:: complexity theory we may restrict 
ourselves to faithful Segre-homomorphisms. The following theorem is the affine 
version of a result of projective geometry [6]: 
1'het:'l'em 2.7. Let rp:Ul@;'h®U3~Vl@V2@V3 be a faithful Segre-
homomorphism. Then there are a permutational mapping 'IT' and monomorphisms 
Ai: U i -to V1I'(i) (i E {1, 2, 3}) such that q> = 'IT' -1 0 (A 1 ® A2 ® A3). 
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Proof. There is a unique permutational mapping l' such that Q := 7r 0 r.p satisfies 
u(I/I(E» = (T(E) (I 1) 
for all E EL(2)(U1• [h. [/3). Now fix non-zero V'ectors XoE V 1, YoE U 2 , ZoE U 3 and 
let 
uo® vo® wo= !/I(Xo® yo® zo). 
(11) yields that by 
"'(x ® Yo ® zo)= Atx @ Vo ® Wo (x E U 1). 
( " ':'= vT T.., \J )' - ~, 
monomorphisms Ai: Ui -+ V7l (;\ ~re defined. We have to show that 
!/I(x ® Y 0z}=A1x@A 2y@A 3z 
holds for all x E U 1• Y E U 2• Z E U3 • 
For this. we first prove 
(12) 
~13) 
(14) 
for all y € U2• Z E U3• (14) is obvious 'if {y, Yo} or {z, zo} are linearly dependent. 
Othr:-fwise we conclude in the following way: We have 
by (12). 
'~ !/I(xo ® Y @ z) == Uo ® v ® A 3Z by (12) and (11). 
v E; \ ft'(2)\{0} 
I/J(xo ® Y 0 zo) = uo@ A 2y 0 Wo hy (i 2). 
...... ~ ',f.J(xo@ Y @ z):= Uo ® Azy ® w by (12) and (11), 
W': V"(~J\{O} 
Hence the': ~ is a A E K\{O} such that 
v ®A3Z =A 2 y ® W =A(.A 2y 0A3Z). 
Now o'Jserve that {vo, A 2y} and ',Wo, A3Z} are iineariy independent: henn' 
(
11\ 
has ra'~lk one if and only if det ) = 0, i.e, i\ -= L whence (14) holds, 
S· 'I I 1"-Im~ ar y one can prove 
!/I(X @ yo® z)= A iX @ Vo ® A3Z ( 15) 
for all x E U1. z :: U 3 and finally-fixing Alz-the asserti:'n (13), 
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~ 2.8. Any faithful Segre-endomorohism of Ul ® U2 ® U3 is an automor-
.ph/f.r!}.Q/ the~ct(Jrspace U1 ® Uz ®.U3• The set reUb U2, uJ) of faithful Segre-
., .... .,.... ,...... ..•••.... .... . . '. ..... . ." '. 0 ." f1flfnwfPhis",!"t!IUl ® U2 ® U3 /orms a group and the set r (Uh U2, U3)of 
Si~-im,iJprnDtpkiSltasofthe form' Al ®·{1.: '.GAj'i' where A~ is a vector space 
aUiornOrPhismo/ ll; (i e{l, 2, 3D, is a normal subgroup of T(Uh u2 , U 3). Moreover, 
# (r(ut, Uz• U3}/ro(ul. U2, U3»= k!, (16) 
where k =4- # {dim Vi: i e{l, 2, 3}}. (#M denotes the cardinality of the set M) 
Proof. If 'IT 0 (AI €I A2 ® A 3 ) is a Segre-endomorphism of U 1 ® U2 ® U3 then 
Al ®A2®A3: U I €I U2 ® U3 .... Ulf-I(I)® U'IT- 1(2)® U 'IT- t (3) 
is a Segre-isomorphism, hence 
dim Uj = dim U 11'-1(;) 
Furthermore 
(i e {l, 2, 3}). 
'IT 0 (AI ® Az ® A 3) = (AlI'(l) ® AlI'(2) ® A.,.(3» 0 71', 
whence our assertion. 
DefiDidou 2.9. Let tP: U x V -+ W be a bilinear mapping, t e U* Q:9 V* ® W the 
ter.~')r corresponding to tP. 
r~ := {«) e r(u*, V*, W): tp(t)= t} 
is called the isotropy group of 4>. 
r ~ is a group of automorphisms operating on the variety ~<f> of algorithms for the 
computation of 4>. Let 
R 
t = r u~ ® v~ ® W,. where R = rk(t), 
,=1 
and let u be a permutation of {t, ... ,R}. Then we also have 
R 
t = r U!(r) ® V!(r) ® Wu(r). 
r=1 
hence the group (ER of permutations of R elements acts on ~...". If 0" E:t;R and 
'P E Til> then the operations of u and tp commute on ~il>' hence 
G~:= rtIJ' (ER 
is a group acting 00 ~~. GtIJ is called the extended isotropy group of l/J. 
Defilllition 2.10. Two (scaling-equivalence classes of) algorithms for l/J are called 
equivalent if they belong to the same G...,,-orbit. 
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3. The isotropy groups of some import8flt bilinear mappings 
In this paragraph we will determine the isotropy groups of an important class of 
bilinear mappings. We are mainly concerned with bilinear mapping~ whkh are 
defined by the multiplication of a finite-dimensional associative algebra .siI over the 
field K. We will always assume that d has a unit element, usually denoted by 1. 
Land R denote the left and right regular representations of .siI in the algebra of 
vector space endomorphisms2 of d: 
Lax:= ax, Rax = xa (x Ed). 
Let t be the tensor of the biJinear mapping CP: (x, y)~ xy defined by the multi-
plication of d. Choosing a basis for the vector space d, the tensor () E K N 1 
(N := dim d) corresponding to : is known as a "scheme of structural constants of 
d". Let r.stJ be the isotropy group of cP (in a more suggt~stive manner we will call T,-l 
the isotropy group of the algebra .st1), r~ its normal subgroup consisting of mappings 
of the fom;. A ® B ® c. The following theorem characterizes the group r~~: 
TheQrem 3.1. Let d be a finite-dimensional algebra over the field K and 
A * ® E<\.' ® C an automorphism of the vtetor space s!l* @ sJ* @ s1. Then 
A * ® B* (8) C E r~ if und onl:,' if there are units a: bE .'71 and an automorphism !.p of 
the o:'Jebra d such that 
A =La 0!.p, B = Rb 0!.p, C =!.p -loLa to Rh t. (I) 
Proof. The conrtition that A * I~) B* (8) C leaves the tensor of .'iI fixed IS equivalent 
to 
/\ xy = C(Ax)(By). (2) 
X,YE.lII' 
Therefore it is evident that, if A, B, C are as in (1), A * <3) B* @ C is an element of 
the isotroplJ group of d. For tte proof of the converse let 
a :=A1, b:= Bl. 
Fixing). = 1 in (2) we get 
A y=C(a(By)), 
VEst 
and sirrjlariy for y = 1 : 
f\ x = C«Ax)b). (-L 
XEst 
2 The term "e,-.domorphism of lhe K-algcbra ,:/" includc' tht: rui: .~ (n) <[ ( \ li{': \.\ (\ .,., .i I 
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(3) and (4) show that a and b are units of stJ and that 
(AX)b=, a(Bx) (5) 
for all x e stJ:Weishow,nextthat 
t/I: x ..... (C-1x)b -la-1 
is an automorphism of t~e algebra stJ. Clearly t/I is an ,automorphism of the vector 
space d. We have to show that r/J is homomorphic, i.e. r/J(xy) = r/J(x )I/I(y) for all 
x, y e d. Because of C-11 = ab we obtain from (2) and (5): 
",(xy) = C-1(xy)b -la-1 = (Ax)(By)b-1a-1 
== (Ax )bb -1 a -1 a(By)b -1 a-I 
= (C-1x)b -la-I(C-1y)b -la-l 
= ,,(x )q!(y). 
Taking into account (3) and (4) we h:lve for all x E stJ 
Ax = t/I(x)a, Bx = a-1cfl(x)ab, Cx = r/J -1(xb-1a -I). 
Hence the theorem follows with q; defined by 
cp(x) := a -I ",(x )a (x E stJ). 
For the following considerations we must use some concepts and results from the 
structure theory of finite-dimensional algebras. 
All we need can be found in [81, for the convenience of the reader however we 
recall here the most important definitions and facts. 
An algebra dover K is called simple if stJ has no two-sided ideals other than {O} 
and .st itself. This means that ever~' ,on-zero homomorphism of the algebra is an 
automorphism already . .st is called central if the center of stJ is K (via the embed-
ding a t-+ a . 1 we look upon K as a part of stJ). 
If D is a division-algebra over K then D ® Mn(K) is a simple algebra and it is a 
fundamental theorem th~t these examples exhaust the class of simple K -algebras. 
For K = R this together with a famous theorem of Hurwitz ([8]) gives that each 
simple R-algebra is (with suitable n EN) isomorphic to D ® Mn (R), where D 
equals R, C or H, the division algebra of quaternions. 
The automorphism group of a finite-dimensional central simple algebra sI/. coin-
cides with ih-e group of inner automorphisms of stJ. This is a corollary of the 
fonow~ng imporlai't 
Theorem 3.:%. (Skolem-Noethet [8]). Let stJ be a fiinite-dimensional simple K-alge-
bra with center F and let PlJ, f(j be simple sub~algebras of d which contain F. If cp is an 
isomorphism from {lI onto cg leaving F element-wise fixed then there ;s a unit a E stl 
such that cp(x) '= a -1 xa for all x E @. 
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Combining this with Theorem 3.1 we get 
The(vl:'~~~~ 3.3. Let .sIi be a finite-dimensional central simple K-algebra alld 
A * ® B* ® C an automorphism of the vector space st" @ .si1* @ st/. Then 
A * ® 3* ® C E r~ if and only if there are units a, b, c r: st/ such that 
According to this result, the application of a mapping of the above type is called 
"!,andwichi!1g". Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 independently were proved also by Strassen 
and a result similar to (3.3) fo~ the special case .s!J = Mn{K) appears in [5]. 
From now on we will cor fine our discussion to algebras ,r;1 which are central 
simpJle and have an anti-autoli1Cfphism r, that is r(xy) = r(y )r{x) for all x, y E d. Of 
course, if .s4 =.D @Mn{K) then ,r;1 possesses an anti-automorphism if and only if 
the division algebra D does. There are division algebras which have no anti-
automorphism, i.e. which are not isomorphic 1:0 their opposite algebra DO (the 
opposite algebra d° of an algebra .91 is the vector spat.! .91 with (x, y ),~ yx as it~, 
multiplication}. An example (over Q, the rationals) can be found in [3]. 
We "Jill now consio.er the effect of permutational mappings on the tensor t of the 
algebra d. For this it seems to be convenient to make an identification of .s!I with its 
dual :tJ*. This can be achieved by fixing a basis in dl and .. '.'c!'king in sd* with the 
dual basis. ThLl~ we have the usual scalar prmiu\:t 
N 
(x I Y)= L XiYi. 
;=1 
We will co.lsider the permutational mappings 71;k determined by the transpositions 
i ++k of {l, 2, 3} (t, k E {l, 2, 3}, i ~ k). Let c['ik be the bihnear mapping detcl mined 
by 1Tiht. 
Let us begin wi':h the study of 7T12: for any length-R-decomposition 
R 
t =; L u, @ v, @ w, (6) 
r= 1 
vf t int{, tensors of rank one we obtain 
R 
7T'12t = L v, @ u, @ w,. 0) 
,= 1 
Hence for all x, y E .s1 
R 
cJJ12(x, Y) = L (x I v, )(y i u, )w, = yx, (~ ) 
r= 1 
Because of 
(9 ) 
HF. 4e Grot.Jte ' 
(8) yields 
,,1Tlz/:::: (r.* ® 1"*c@ 1: ~'l)t. 
--:r~" ': _' ,,' ,:.' ,.:~~ .,~,-:~'>-'-( _.' ':":<i " 
(10) 
le~ ,1riz ,~{,..*®.1'~'®'T -1) leaves, fixed. (Since we are working with fixed 'dual bases 
in dand d*,thematrix'ofthe dual q,* of a linear mapping (fJ ~i. ju:st the, transpose 
of the matrix of (fJ.) 
Now from (6) we get for all x, y ed that 
R 
<Pu(x, y) = L (x I w,)(y I v, )u,., 
,-I 
hence for all z e JIJ 
(<P13(x, y) I z) = (zy I x). (11) 
Because of 
(zy \x)=(Ryz lx)=(z IR:x) 
we have to study the dual of the rightat;:,.tltiplication operator Ry. Observe that the 
~t R_ != {Rx ! x E: Jt} can be viewed as a central simple subalgebra of MN(K) which 
is isomorphic to the opposite algebra JlJo of d. Similarly, .91 is isomorphic to the 
central simple sub-algebra R ~ := {R: ; xed}. Observe further that R 1 = R f = IN, 
the N x N -unit-matrix. This is a consequence of JIJ ®.sIl0 == MN(K) which follows 
from the simplicity of .sIl (see [8]). Hence there IS a unique algebra-isomorphism 
(fJ:Rat-+R~ which makes the following diagram commutative: 
(fJ, Rat and R~ satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, hence there is an automor-
phism S of the vector space d such that for all x e .sIl 
(12) 
i.e. 
1\ R~ = S-1 R.,.{y}S. (13) 
yc.f4 
Consequently 
<Pt:;:(x, y) = S-l«SX )T(}')), 
i.e. 
(14) 
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Because {1712. 1713} generates the pr;;rmutation group ~3 of three elements we have 
proved: 
Theorem 3.4. Let .stl be a finite··dimen.sional central simpf.' K-algebra with an 
anti-allf'Jmorphism T. Then then is an automorphism 5 of the vector space si such 
that the isotropy group rd of stl is generated by r~ and the following two mappings: 
171Z 0 (T* ® T* @ T -1), 
1713 0 (S* @ T* @ 5- 1). 
In particular we have # (r Sill r~) = 6. 
Let us consider the exampl~ si = M" (K). 
The canonical anti-automorphism of M" (lr) is del'llf'd by the transposition of 
nxn-matrices: T(X)=X1', and we have R:=Rx 7 fur a!lx·:::M,,(K). Moreover 
T* = T = 1'-1 and we can choose S = id in Theorem 3.4. Hence the elements 
generated by 'iT12 0 (7 @ 7 ® T) and 'iT13 0 (id ® 7 @ id) are 
71'12 0 (7 @ 'T ® T), 
m"Z3 0 (7 @ id @ id), 
172 C (T ® id @ T ), 
1713 0 (id ® 7 ® Jd), 
17; c (id @ 7 @ 7)', 
id0 id0 id, 
where 171 := 17131T12, 172 := 17121713, and id is the identity of M,AK ). 
Similar results hold for .sIl = H(K), the algebra of quaternions over K. Here 'T is 
the conjugation of quaternions: (~t, gz, 6, gS' := (';1. -6, -6, --fd. 
We shallllOW treat a problem closely related to Ihe ioregoing nne Consider the 
bilinear marping 
cp : si x d --J> d x .sIl, 
(x, Y):---J> (xy, yx). 
For.sll ~ M2 ,K) the algorithm variety for (/J will be discussed in part IiI. An optimal 
algorithm for cP has length 9 if the characteristic of K is different from 2. If K is a 
real fie.lcl. and si = H(K), then optimal algorithms for rp havl~ length 10 ([7]). 
First consider elements of the isotropy group of cp that a-e of the 1(lrni 
A * ® E* ® c. Such a map leaves the tensor of (/J fixed iff 
(xy, yx) = C«Ax )(By), (By )(Ax)) ( I :' ) 
holds for all x, y Ed. Hence A * ® B* «) C E r~ if 
or 
A = LU--1RvT, C = (T 0', liT" I)' (j. 
.. H.F. de OTOOte 
where U, ·ved are units, 0' .. :XI---+U-1XU, 'T an anti-automorphism of .st, 8.nd 
8: (x, y) ..... {yt x). For the discussion of the converse we will assume again that the 
algebra .st is ~ntral, simple and has an antiautomorphism 'T. Moreover we will 
:"lUneth~ftl1e;Zbaracteristic of K is different from 2. Setting a := A l,b !=. B 1 we 
"btain {fom (1S) 
A (x, ::c) = C(a(Bx), (Bx)a) 
"eat 
= C«Ax)b, b(Ax» 
which yields 
A a(Bx)=(Ax)b, (Bx)a = b(Ax) 
"eat 
Lemma 3.S. 1'here is a non-zero ,\ E K such that ab =,\ 1. 
-
Prod. Put Xo := B-11. From (16) we obtain 
(Axo)b ,= a and b(Axo) = a. 
Hence ba = b(Axo)b = abo From the first equation of (16) we conclude 
(Ax)ba = a (Bx )a for all x E J1i 
and from the second 
ab(Ax) = a (Bx )a. 
In \'~ew of ab = ba we therefore have 
A ab(.4x) = (Ax lab, 
"Ed 
hence ab is in the center of stJ which is K. By mea.ns of (15) we see that ab = 0 
would imply the contradiction 
41,1)= C(O, 0). 
After suitable scaling of A against C we may assume that ab = 1. 
Now let tp(x) :== a -l(Ax) (x E d) and let P2: SiI. x sll~ d br;; the projection onto 
the second factor: P2(X, y) ::= y. Then, according to (16), Wt~ obtain for all x, y Eo 
SiI.: (By)(Ax) = (BY)aa-1(Ax) = a-1(Ay)a-1(Ax), thus 
(By)(Ax) = lp(Y)lp(x), (17) 
hence also 
(Bx}(Ay):::: lp(x)lp(y). (18) 
Bilinear mappings 
From (15) we get 
(By)(Ax)=P2C-\,:y, yx), 
(Bx)(Ay) = P2C·1(yX, xy) 
and th-::..refore, because cp(x)= b(Ax)= P2C-1(X, x): 
(By)(Ax) + (Bx)(Ay) = P2C- 1(XY + yx, xy + )'x) 
= a -I(A(xy + yx ). 
i.e. we have shown that for all x, y E .stl 
cp(x )cp(y)+ cp(y)cp (x 'J = cp(xy) + 'P(yx) 
holds. 
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(19) 
(20) 
This is the functional equation of a so called semi-automorphism, 
Semi-automorphisms arose first from the study of certain projectivities over 
quaternions (1]. Ancochea proved in [21 that tor simple algebras .w there are only 
two sorts of semi-automorphisms: the automorphisms and the ami-autontGrpb~ms. 
A more concise and at the same time more general treatment of the problem was 
given by Kaplansky in [11] (It is this characterization of semi-automorphisms wnere 
Char(K)~ 2 is needed). 
If+, is an automorphism, we obtain from (15) for all x, y E s1: 
(xy, yx) = C(acp(xy)a -t. cp(yx)). 
Thus, according to Proposition 2.2, we may choose 
C =cp- 10'afficp-l 
where U' a denotes the inner automorphism x ~ a -\ xa. 
Similarly, if ({J i~ an anti-automorphism, we get 
c = (lp -1 e;, cp -1 0' a) 0 8, 
whe.e 8(x, y):= (y, x). By the Theorem 3.2 there is a unit c E sd such that 'P = (r, if 
cp is an ~lutomorphism, and cp = O'c 0 T ii cp is an anti-automorphism. 
COrll;erning the permutational mappings there is only '- ,Ie cdndidate t,,) qudy. 
namely 7T12. Evidently we have 
4>12(X, y) = (yx, xY), 
hence 7T120 (id <8) id <8) 8} leaves the tensor corresponding to dJ tixcd. N\)w put 
U :=: :',1- 1 and v := c to obtain 
Theorem 3,6. Let K be a field whose characteristic is different 110m 111'0, ,.i (I 
finite-dimensional c'!ntUli simple K-a1v,cbra with at! wifi-au!oli!ur{Jlri.\/1i T. 1/'1.'11 lilt 
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isotropy group r 4> of the bilinear mapping 
tP:dxd-+dxd 
(x, y)>-+ (xy, yx) 
is generated by 7T12 0 (id ® id ® 8), where 8: (x, y)>-+ (y, x), and the group r~ of 
mappings A * ® B* ® C with 
or 
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